Ecosystem disturbance in Catskill Mountain streams: Coincidence or indicators of climate change?
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Stony Clove near Phonecia (01362380)

Trend: 5.1 µeq L⁻¹ yr⁻¹
p < 0.01

Hollow Tree Brook (01362342)

Trend: 3.0 µeq L⁻¹ yr⁻¹
p < 0.01
1. Background - Stream Chemistry

2. Clear Cut Study
   (chemistry & toxicity tests, 1993-2001)

3. Indicators of Climate Change

4. Implications and Linkages

5. Impacts on stream ecosystems?
Catskill Stream Survey: ANC (N=180)
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Indicators of Climate Change:

Temperatures are increasing

Warmed by 3.9 °F since 1962
y = 1.6415x - 3134.1
R² = 0.2223

Climate is getting wetter
Flow regime is changing in some rivers
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Beaver Kill at Cooks Falls, NY
Implications: Channel Instability - flooding, property damage, turbidity, erosion, aggradation, & habitat degradation
Implications: Increased threats to forest and stream ecosystems
Nitrate trends in two tributaries to the Upper Esopus Creek, 2000-07

Hollow Tree Brook (01362342)
Trend: 3.0 µeq L^{-1} yr^{-1}
\( p < 0.01 \)

Stony Clove near Phoenicia (01362380)
Trend: 5.1 µeq L^{-1} yr^{-1}
\( p < 0.01 \)
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(Macroinvertebrate data from the NYSDEC Stream Biomonitoring Unit)
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